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This issue of Shore Stewards News looks at best management practices for landscaping when you live on a shoreline property. This
newsletter is written by Cheryl Lowe, WSU Extension Water Programs Coordinator for Jefferson County.

Managing Landscapes for Slope Stability
and Wildlife Habitat
Introduction

Shoreline landowners love where they live—the lovely water views, watching marine birds flying by or seals
on the beach, or having easy access to the beach. I’m guessing you also want to take good care of your
properties—that’s why you signed up to receive this newsletter! Native plants are often cited as good for
shoreline habitats and wildlife (and they are), but there’s more to it than just adding native plants.
Understanding natural processes and working in partnership with those processes leads to long-term benefits
for wildlife, slope-stability and increased appreciation for where you live. This article was inspired by a couple
of vegetation management workshops I attended recently. It offers suggestions for managing your landscape
to benefit you, your property and the flora and fauna that also live there. I hope you find it useful.

Understanding Slope Stability
Slope stability is influenced by geology, soil structure,
rainfall and weather patterns and coastal processes, to
name a few. The Washington Dept of Fish and Wildlife’s
publication called ‘Your Marine Waterfront’ provides a
great introduction to this topic. If you don’t already have a
copy, download it here:
https://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/01791/
The weight of advancing glaciers 12,000 years ago
compacted underlying soils in many places around Puget
Sound. As glaciers retreated and melted, soil particles in
the ice settled on top of the hardpan. These layers of soil
are looser and less consolidated than the compacted soil
Figure 1. Geology layers in bluff. Photo by Cheryl Lowe.
layer, which is often called ‘hardpan’ or ‘glacial till’.
Sometimes a ‘layer cake’ of various densities are stacked on top of each other as glaciers advanced, retreated
and advanced again multiple times. Now, when it rains and surface water seeps into the ground, the water
may reach a compact layer and accumulate, saturating the soil and eventually maybe destabilize the slope.
Adding impermeable surfaces like buildings, driveways, and patios or clearing the land of vegetation can
increase the flow of water toward the bluff and heighten the risk of erosion and landslides. Septic drain fields
and irrigation can also compound this problem.
Managing the drainage directly and using best management practices for landscaping are two very useful
strategies to minimize risk. Directing drainage from downspouts to the bottom of a slope or away from bluff
edges is useful. Corrugated drain pipe is commonly used but is much more likely to fail, especially over time
and on a high bluff. A sturdy, solid-wall pipe with an energy dissipater at the base is best for minimizing
erosion at the base of the bluff. It’s a good idea to check the condition of the pipe regularly to make sure it’s
securely anchored and working properly.

Figure 2: Sturdy, solid-wall drain pipe at base of bluff. Compare stable installation position of diffuser (left) to installation that
needs better support for diffuser (right).

Roots are Rad (i.e. Awesome)
Vegetation holds your slope together and roots are the primary glue. Roots provide 70% of a slope’s shear
strength in glacial till soils and 95% of a slope’s shear strength in sandy soils (Ben Alexander, Sound Native
Plants Nursery, 2018 presentation). Deep roots anchor your plants, holding up your trees while simultaneously
holding together the soil. A tree or shrub’s lateral roots spread sideways, weaving stability by connecting to
adjacent plant roots, spanning weak areas and creating a woody skeletal structure that stabilizes the soil.
Larger diameter roots are stronger than smaller ones, of course, but there are other factors to consider.
Tough, fibrous roots of native trees and shrubs hold soil particles together better than fine, delicate roots such
as those associated with lawn grasses. Roots also stabilize slopes by absorbing water and hosting mycelial
networks (soil fungi threads that absorb water and supply nutrients to plants.) if you have a low or no-bank
property, native beach grasses are adapted to occasional saltwater spray and have sturdy, fibrous roots that
reach deep into sandy soils and increase stability.

Figure 3: Healthy Shoreline vegetation. Photo by Cheryl Lowe

Frame Your Views
Whether you are planting a new landscape or adding to an established one, consider how to frame your views
so you can encourage bluff stability while still maintaining a lovely view of the water. Plant shorter shrubs such
as salal in front of your favorite sections of your views and add trees or taller shrubs around them to frame
that view, adding privacy and seasonal diversity. Overhanging vegetation along the shore creates a living
connection between upland and water habitats, dropping insects and nutrients into the water for fish and
invertebrates to eat and providing shade for forage fish eggs if these species spawn on your beach.

Tree Care
Keep existing native vegetation if you can. Soil compaction around trees often leads to root damage that
might make them more susceptible to infection, so protect soils from the weight of heavy equipment by
temporarily putting down plywood or thick mulch during construction. Remember that tree roots spread
beyond the dripline of the foliage, not just around the tree’s trunk.

To keep trees healthy, avoid removing, topping, and excessively pruning existing trees. You can selectively
prune to create window views and still have healthy trees. Topping trees, however, increases likelihood of
disease, rot and instability. See the illustration below or read more in the Shore Stewards Guidelines:
https://shorestewards.cw.wsu.edu/faq/improving-your-view-while-protecting-your-trees/.
When pruning a conifer, it’s important to retain at least 60% of its crown to keep it healthy. When conifer
limbs are cut to open a view, that view will always be preserved, as the limbs maintain the same distance from
the ground as the tree grows. When the tree increases in height, the growth is always at the top of the tree.
WSU Shore Stewards Guidelines also recommend hiring a professional arborist with a trained crew who have
the required safety equipment and liability insurance. This is especially good advice when working with tall
trees or near a bluff. Most local governments also have some restrictions about tree removal within a buffer
zone. Check with your county’s planning department about what’s allowed, with and without a permit. There
may be other restrictions including homeowner association rules or covenants.

Illustration from ‘Vegetation Management: A Guide for Puget Sound Bluff Property Owners’
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/9331.pdf

What to Do About Dead or Dying Trees
First, if dead or dying trees are not a hazard, consider the value of these trees as snags for wildlife. Consult an
arborist if you are not sure. The booklet ‘Vegetation Management: A Guide for Puget Sound Bluff Property
Owners’ explains this well:

“Snags are dead, standing trees. They have died for a variety of reasons: old age, insect attack, disease,
past disturbances. In the case of conifers, they are seldom a blowdown hazard and may persist for
many years. (Large conifer snags can remain standing for as long as 100 years.) They offer nesting and
perching sites for many wildlife and bird species, including bald eagles. If they are located so as not to
constitute a hazard to structures, they should be retained. Smaller conifers and most hardwood trees
will not last nearly as long (madrone and oak are exceptions). Generally, snags will not be a threat to
bank stability.”
It’s recommended that you leave leaning trees in place unless an arborist determines they are hazardous.
Allowing trees to fall naturally and the logs to decompose on-site provides no-cost erosion protection and
important habitat for fish and wildlife. If a tree must be cut, do not remove the stumps. The roots will still hold
the soil together for a number of years and removal just loosens up more soil and increases risk of erosion.

Pruning Shrubs
Native shrubs such as snowberry, salal, Oregon grape and Nootka rose make great ‘hedges’ for shoreline
properties. Nature often mixes them all in together, providing valuable habitat for a variety of birds and
pollinators. When these shrubs grow too tall or wide, they can be easily pruned to keep them in control.
Pruning does not significantly impact the health of these resilient species, assuming you don’t remove too
much at once.

Plant Selection
Ask an expert such as a local landscaper knowledgeable about native plants, WSU Extension or local nursery
that carries native plants for suggestions. Take a walk in your local natural area to see what grows well near
you. The plant list on page 37 of ‘Your Marine Waterfront’, is another great resource (see link below). Another
great plant list can be found on the Sound Native Plants website, in the Vegetation category:
http://soundnativeplants.com/sound-native-plants/information-sheets/
Not all native plants are easy to get
established or good for stabilizing
soils, so do your homework. Pacific
madrone, for example, is a lovely,
slow-growing native tree suited to
shoreline conditions and with a deep
taproot, but it is difficult to get
established. I tried half a dozen times
before it ‘took’ on my property, but it
was well worth the effort. Other
plants like Nootka rose, snowberry or
Douglas-fir are not persnickety at all.
Figure 4: Salal is a low-growing native shrub with
strong roots. Photo by Cheryl Lowe.

A Few More Bits of Advice
•

•
•
•
•

When you are planting near a bluff, aim for the least soil disturbance possible. Smaller, bare-root
plants require smaller planting holes. Also, the roots of smaller plants will likely spread out into the
native soil more quickly, rather than lingering in the rich potting mix that usually comes with a larger
plant.
Mulching, especially over recently disturbed soil, helps keep topsoil in place after planting or other
landscaping work.
Throwing yard waste “over the edge” onto slopes is a bad idea. Although it may seem like you are
“adding mulch to stabilize the slope”, yard waste can smother existing vegetation and adds weight
without any associated anchoring, increasing likelihood of slides.
Don’t place heavy features like structures, statuary or big planters at the edge of a slope—this weight
also increases likelihood of slides.
Blackberries and English ivy do not stabilize slopes. Their roots are shallow, and the stems and leaves
continue to accumulate weight.

Resources
•

Vegetation Management: A Guide for Puget Sound Bluff Property Owners. View or download from WA
Dept of Ecology Website: https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/9331.pdf

•

Your Marine Waterfront is produced by WA Dept of Fish and Wildlife. If you don’t already have a copy,
download it here: https://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/01791/

•

The Northwest Straits Foundation has comprehensive one-stop shopping webpage for resources:
https://nwstraitsfoundation.org/project/resources-for-shoreline-landowners/
References are grouped by Living on the Shoreline, Native Plant Resources, Drainage Management,
Coastal Processes and On-line Mapping Tools so you can learn more about your specific property and
site conditions. The Foundation currently has a grant to provide shoreline landowners with a free site
visits by a professional who can help you identify effective actions. Find out more about that program
on their website.

•

Shore Friendly website: http://www.shorefriendly.org

•

WSU Shore Stewards Guidelines:
Info on Reducing Erosion & Landslides: https://shorestewards.cw.wsu.edu/guidelines/guideline-5/
Info on Improving Your View While Protecting Your Trees:
https://shorestewards.cw.wsu.edu/faq/improving-your-view-while-protecting-your-trees/

If you would like to download or view previous Shore Steward newsletters, please visit
http://extension.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shore-stewards/newsletters/
Support Shore Stewards in Island County! If you would like to see this program continue to make
a difference in Island County, please consider making a donation to the WSU Shore Stewards Excellence
Fund: https://secure.wsu.edu/give/default.aspx?fund=496 Your tax-deductible donation will help
ensure future funding for newsletters, demonstrations at local events, and to make sure that the
program and educational materials continue to be free for shoreline landowners and others interested
in protecting our islands. Thank you for your contribution!
Thank you for reading Shore Stewards News.
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